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Abstract
The paper engages with a variety of data around a
supposedly single biomedical event, that of heart
transplantation. In conventional discourse, organ
transplantation constitutes an unproblematised
form of spare part surgery in which failing biological
components are replaced by more efficient and enduring
ones, but once that simple picture is complicated by
employing a radically interdisciplinary approach, any
biomedical certainty is profoundly disrupted. Our aim,
as a cross-sectorial partnership, has been to explore
the complexities of heart transplantation by explicitly
entangling research from the arts, biosciences and
humanities without privileging any one discourse. It has
been no easy enterprise yet it has been highly productive
of new insights. We draw on our own ongoing funded
research with both heart donor families and recipients
to explore our different perceptions of what constitutes
data and to demonstrate how the dynamic entangling
of multiple data produces a constitutive assemblage
of elements in which no one can claim priority. Our
claim is that the use of such research assemblages
and the collaborations that we bring to our project
breaks through disciplinary silos to enable a fuller
comprehension of the significance and experience of
heart transplantation in both theory and practice.

Since the first ‘successful’ procedure in 1967
captured public attention, the problematic of heart
transplantation has been widely addressed, not
simply in medicine, but in anthropology, the social
sciences, visual arts, popular culture and more
recently in philosophy. The resulting proliferation
of these different foci provides a multiperspectival
overview of transplantation while at the same time
preserving and boxing off the central concerns and
assumptions of each unique approach. While significant bioscientific research has been conducted
into the procedure and its medical outcomes, few
researchers have explicitly connected organ recipients’ experiences and sociocultural views about
transplantation to the materiality of their changed
embodiment. Eight years ago, after extensive discussions and some pilot research, some of the current
authors wrote a speculative article about the transplantation experience for Medical Humanities.1 The
‘update’ discussed below moves beyond our specific
findings, which have been reported elsewhere,2–7
to describe how collaborative research might break
through the disciplinary silos that impede fuller
comprehension of what transplantation entails.

Our aim, as a cross-sectorial partnership, has
been to explore the complexities of organ transplantation in a novel way, by explicitly entangling
research from the arts, biosciences and humanities
without privileging any one discourse. Rather than
set boundaries between biology and culture, our
objective, then and now, was, as Viney et al put it,
to ‘celebrate and develop …imaginative and creative heterodox qualities and practices.’8 That has
been no easy enterprise—and we recognise some
failures—but it has also been highly productive
of new insights into both the significance of heart
transplantation and the demanding process of close
collaboration where common ground is sometimes
hard to achieve. In this paper, we explore how
our different perceptions of what constitutes data
reflects both our own status/condition as an alliance
of researchers—coming together, breaking apart—
and the task of settling on a fuller understanding of
what, over two major studies, heart donor families
and recipients experience. With a nod to the postconventional philosopher Gilles Deleuze, we have
agreed on the term research assemblage to circumscribe all the materials that we bring to our project.
In Western culture the human heart is perhaps the
most symbolically significant of our organs. As both
the putative seat of the soul and personal identity
and the metaphorical symbol of love, it has multiple
associations that exceed its strictly anatomical functions. In conventional discourse, nonetheless, all
organ transplantation constitutes an unproblematised form of spare part surgery in which failing
biological components are replaced by more efficient and enduring ones. With regard to hearts, the
procedure is only undertaken when the intended
recipient is already in end-stage heart failure, so
that the intervention, if successful, is properly
construed as lifesaving. One-year survival rates are
high (85%) with recipients living on average for
another 11 years.9 Monitoring is carried out for
years postsurgery and a variety of biological, immunological and pharmaceutical data are collected and
evaluated, with the success of the operation gauged
against clinical recovery as determined by those
measures. Biomedicine has seemed to triumph over
imminent death, not simply by prolonging life but
by improving its quality and restoring recipients to
their former selves. It is, of course, never as uncomplicated as the authorised narrative purports, and
any biomedical certainty is radically disrupted by
attending to issues such as the historico-cultural
context, temporality, the phenomenological sense
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of self and the psychosocial imaginary. Although the gain in life
years is usually considerable, the emotional and psychological
responses of recipients, and how successful they are in rebuilding
personally worthwhile lives, are rarely taken into account. For
all its avowed success, contemporary heart transplantation
continues to be haunted by questions that cannot be answered by
conventional research data: there is always a current of anxiety
that breaks through both the reassuring competencies of the
clinic and the surface gloss of heroic medicine.
The PITH project (Process of Incorporating a Transplanted
Heart) was initiated in 2006 to investigate the phenomenology
of heart transplantation, and test the proposition that heart
recipients are likely to experience psychic disruption to their
sense of self as a result of their bodily transformations. The
initial team comprised a health sociologist (McKeever), a cardiologist (Ross) and a philosophically oriented theorist (Shildrick).
We wanted to better understand the implications of transplantation for recipients’ ongoing sense of themselves by eliciting their
own post-transplant narratives and to find out what it means on
a personal level to incorporate an organic prosthesis, or experience the body as hybrid. Clinical psychiatrist Abbey, social scientist Poole, and Masters prepared nurses De Luca and Mauthner
swiftly joined the core group which jointly decided that the
inclusion of artists in the project would provide, as the Introduction to the Hybrid Bodies catalogue subsequently puts it, ‘rich
alternative avenues for new understandings, knowledge translation and outreach’.10 While there was more early enthusiasm
from those in the humanities than the biosciences, with the latter
citing initial concerns about confidentiality, ethics and patient
well-being, the intention was to incorporate artistic representation as an ongoing part of the research process, rather than
as a retrospective knowledge transfer strategy. Our academic
networks drew together an interdisciplinary and international
group of artists—Carnie, Wright, Bachmann and Richards—who
first met with the researchers in 2007 in Toronto and together
formulated plans for the Hybrid Bodies collaboration.i
Given the phenomenological tenor of the research—focusing
on the experience of the lived body—PITH’s primary source
of data consisted of videotaped interviews with heart transplant recipients. Through private, semistructured, open-ended
conversations we posed questions such as, ‘What has life been
like for you since you received the transplant?’, ‘How do you
think/feel about your heart?’ and ‘Would you be comfortable
talking about how you picture/think about your donor?’. As
well as recording each interviewee’s words and bodily gestures,
a video camera sought to capture the embodied interaction
between the participant and the interviewer. We anticipated that
the recipient narratives would emerge not simply in words, but
through the body itself, and even through contextual artefacts.
As Heath notes: ‘Through gesture, bodily comportment and
talk, they render visible what would otherwise remain hidden’11
(p 615). Initially, a cohort of heart recipients between 1 and 9
years post-transplant were identified and interviewed, which
represents all but one person of the geographically specific group
treated during the chosen time frame. Ages ranged from 18 to
72, with 19 male and 8 female respondents of mixed ethnicities. Each recipient was interviewed for 90–120 min usually in
their own homes, although a small minority preferred to meet
i
Mauthner and Richards have both moved on, while Jan, Dal Bo and
El Sheik joined in 2015. The Hybrid Bodies publication pulls together
images from each of the artists shown at galleries in Toronto, Montreal
and Leipzig with an introduction to the joint project by Ross, an essay on
the artwork by El Sheik and two theoretical essays by Shildrick.
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in a hospital-provided private interview room. Most home interviews were conducted one-to-one, although in some instances
other family members came in and out, as did many pets.
Because, in our view, the production of knowledge is a joint,
embodied enterprise, we hoped to record all the bodily interactions between the researchers and participants, and all incidental visitors. The interviews were conducted by De Luca and
Mauthner. While they always prioritised interviewees’ accounts,
they were under no compunction to keep their own feelings
hidden, as interactive research usually demands.12 Enough material was quickly gathered to demonstrate that the interviewers
could not be eliminated from the process as though they were
merely objective listeners.
Our decision to videotape the sessions was quickly vindicated,
when the first viewing of the genuinely shocking videos revealed
great tension between what recipients insisted on verbally and
what their bodies communicated.2 It was as though the essence
of heart recipients’ feelings of changes to their embodied selves
was beyond words, needing instead corporeal expression to
convey the potent mix of hope, anxiety, dysphoria, loss and
wonder. The research has now moved on from recipients of
organic hearts, through recipients of artificial hearts to those
who have experienced both, and is currently exploring a cohort
of donor families, but in all cases and to varying degrees those
same disjuncts have been evident.
All videos are watched by the whole team together at least twice,
and individually many more times, and the data are coded using
NVivo8 software to kick-start analysis. This follows conventional
ways of dealing with analogous data but with the difference that
we make no pretence of objectivity and allow our own emotions
to play a part in the process. It is not unusual for team members to
be in tears watching the videos, or to indulge in perverse humour
to offset the intensity of what we witness. It quickly became
clear that 20 of the 25 recipients—all of whom were regarded
as medically and psychologically stable in pretransplant and
post-transplant psychosocial assessments—had some very significant forms of distress, far more than the traditional heart transplant literature suggests. Interviewees expressed guilt, fear and
anxiety about themselves and about their relationships with both
the deceased donors and donor families.4 6 None of this would
have shown up in standard biometric tests. For example, Dew et
al13 used a self-report symptom checklist to identify substantial
distress in just 33% of heart recipients. We were so surprised by
our own results that for methodological comparison, we measured our interviewees’ responses on the Atkinson Life Satisfaction Scale—a validated standardised health-related quality of life
instrument—where they duly scored satisfaction levels over 70%,
not far off the international average.3 Clearly, the qualitative
(80% distress) and quantitative (70% satisfaction) data yielded
completely opposing results. Even though one major driver of the
study had been the cardiologist’s intuition that recipients experienced something significant beyond their biomedical accounts,
she (Ross) and the psychiatrist (Abbey)—the transplant professionals—were the most shaken by the revelation of the recipients’
hitherto hidden distress. We concluded that recipients quickly
learn to use the authorised discourses of post-transplant clinic
consults and respond to the standard opening question—‘How
are you?’—by referring to their physical markers of recovery
(breathing, pulse rate, weight, diet, activity levels, and so on) that
the medical professionals usually rely on to monitor recovery.
It isn’t that the clinical data are ‘wrong’, but it can be deeply
misleading about recipients’ phenomenological experiences.14 In
interview, few recipients verbally referred to how they actually
felt about themselves as embodied individuals.
47
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Figure 1 Team photo: working session, September 2016.

Before getting more specific, it is important to look at what is
generally meant by data in the life sciences and why we might
need to take a more radical approach. Broadly speaking, data are
considered a set of quantitative or, less frequently qualitative,
variables that have been measured and collated. In the process,
some existing information is represented or coded—typically in
graphs, charts, flow diagrams, macro-databases—in a form that
enables further usage, understanding and the application of statistical evaluation. In the human sciences, data are often presented
as neutral, brute ‘facts’—supposedly gathered independently
of observer bias—that must be interpreted to provide forms of
knowledge. The notion that knowledge production is constitutively situated, partial, contingent and temporally specific—the
mainstay concepts in postconventional theory15 16—is an unwelcome and risky thought for many researchers. What is consistently found in bioscientific journals is painstaking description,
but very little analysis as such. There is little scope for interpretative commentary—still less for speculation or uncertainty:
what matters is the factual reporting of the design, observations
and measurements. In the desire to preserve the imagined purity
of the data, and prevent contamination from impure inputs, the
explication of how data were acquired and how it fits together
is considered a necessity, but questions of what it means, what
other elements it may interact with, or its wider significance are
rarely asked.
48

To some extent, this stereotypes bioscientific research, but
certainly where it is data driven and reliant on quantitative measures, its approach is anathema to many researchers in the arts
and humanities, where qualitative research is more familiar. But
that too is problematic if words are taken as incontrovertible
facts. When we employed the qualitative approach, the recipients’ own narratives—despite their frequent ambivalence—were
undoubtedly of great importance,3 but, whatever story they told,
most interviewees also displayed significant distress in their body
language about the process of incorporating the donor organ.
Slumped posture, agitated hand gestures, and above all, tearfulness were among the most frequent signs. It made sense, then,
to look at what is involved in the wider clinical and cultural
context. In many jurisdictions, the transplant organ is assumed to
be of no importance so long as it remains clinically healthy, and
data relating to its provenance are withheld such that recipients
remain theoretically unaware of the donor’s age, gender, sexual
preferences or ethnicity. Many recipients are unhappy with the
imposition of anonymity and expressed strong connections to
the donor both through the ubiquitous gift of life discourse
that dominates transplant transactions,7 17 and through a sense
of their embodiment becoming irreducibly hybrid. In biomedical terms, the donor’s DNA, present in the transplanted heart,
remains in the recipient’s body for life, and may also circulate
in the peripheral blood supply. In other words, the alien other
Shildrick M, et al. Med Humanit 2018;44:46–54. doi:10.1136/medhum-2017-011212
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Figure 2 Andrew Carnie, drawing, 2012. Courtesy of GV Art London.
is literally at the heart of the self. Despite encouragement to see
their ‘new’ organs as fully integrated parts of their own bodies,
it is no surprise that a high proportion of respondents were fully
aware of the phenomenon of transferred identity that haunts
popular discourse on heart transplantation. Of course, the media
hype is widely derided and certainly not recognised as research
data, yet what spoke to recipients was not the dry scientific
data, but films like 21 Grams, Heart of a Stranger, Blood Work
or Return to Me, or the novel Change of Heart,18 all of which
voice cultural anxieties about organ transplantation. In seeking
to understand why recipients report large and small phenomenological changes and attribute them to the graft, the sociocultural
context cannot be ignored.
If we want to produce knowledge of value, it is equally important to acknowledge the impossibility of keeping our own hands
clean. It is inevitable that we bring to research all our preconceptions, theoretical biases, personal experiences and spatiotemporal locatedness, even before accessing any of the putative ‘raw’
material. But that data itself can never be clean and proper. As
Gitelman and Jackson put it, “data are always already ‘cooked’”16
(p 2). At the outset of all research, choices have already been
made about what constitutes necessary and sufficient data, what
is to be included and excluded, the place and the time frame of
collection, the methodology employed, and so on. Moreover,
rather than the data sets of bioscience and social science being
in opposition, they may tell a similar intersecting story, as, for
example, in our recipients’ feelings of otherness being mirrored
in the incorporation of non-self DNA. We must take account of
Shildrick M, et al. Med Humanit 2018;44:46–54. doi:10.1136/medhum-2017-011212

what Fausto-Sterling calls ‘biocultural’ systems in which cells and
culture construct each other.19 Instead of closing down possibilities and expecting to arrive at clear and singular answers,
productive research in most life sciences is likely to be inherently
messy and open ended. Messy research can generate endless new
questions on the level of philosophical exploration, sociological
enquiry, or strictly biological investigation that are as mobile and
nomadic as the living matter they investigate. We fully concur
with the similar conclusions voiced by Viney et al in saying that
medical humanities should embrace ‘the messy flexibility and
inconclusiveness gained from having no necessary or predetermined trajectory’8 (p 4).
In our case, although we initially took the conventional social
sciences route for qualitative research, the intention was always
to mix it up with many other perspectives and forms of data.
We are now fully confident that we achieved much deeper levels
of understanding for precisely that reason. One major issue we
contended with was the differential expectation of what could
count as relevant data. For example, the value of videoing the
conversations was not immediately clear to all of us. After considerable methodological review, social scientist Poole crafted and
proposed a visual methodology supported by health sociologist
McKeever and critical theorist Shildrick. The clinicians Ross and
Abbey were worried about overintrusion and a potential breach
of privacy. Since the first viewing, however, there has been full
agreement as to the efficacy of audio-visual data, and in multiple
presentations that have incorporated short clips, we have
observed how compelling it has been. One powerful constraint
49
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on the clinicians was an anxiety about losing credibility among
peers, but once the barrier of an unfamiliar methodology was
breeched we have all fully endorsed the process. Similarly,
the reinterpretation of the materials by diverse artists was a
particular point of resistance, both in terms of the bioethical
implications of taking the raw data beyond the usual parameters
of consent, and in their capacity to fashion new forms of knowledge production. Although the Research Ethics Board approval
that allowed us to seek participants’ consent for such further
use was slow and arduous, the vast majority of the respondents
across all the cohorts agreed to such use of interview material.
After a frustrating hiatus, approval was finally granted, and the
first semipublic showing of the artistic responses opened up
highly constructive new perspectives on what is at stake in heart
transplantation. In offering a very different form of data, the
artworks have proved a significant way to engage with professionals, the lay public, transplant recipients and donor families
alike, shaking up expectations, and moving beyond the confines
of academic journals. After additional exhibitions,ii the initial
suspicions between team members have long since vanished,
although some disagreements inevitably arise.
In line with other recent research,20 21 what has been most
marked has been our gradual realisation that what counts as data
cannot be confined to conventional forms alone. As the Hybrid
Bodies project has progressed, we have become more open as an
interdisciplinary group to including what is usually considered
peripheral or extraneous material in our findings. We do not just
accept the inevitability that all research has a strongly subjective
element, but have decided that we should not attempt to filter out
the bits around the edges, either in the fieldwork or during data
analysis. The role of researcher emotion in the social sciences
has long been recognised in principle,22 23 yet emotions remain
rarely operationalised beyond the requirement to be reflexive,
or a concern with the potential harm to those undertaking fieldwork.24 The point, as Hubbard et al understand it, is that ‘the
researcher is not merely an instrument to facilitate data collection,’ and nor is her putative vulnerability the main concern, but
that unless emotion is acknowledged ‘our understandings of the
social world will remain impoverished’22 (pp 120, 121). We fully
concur with their insistence that ‘the emotions of respondents
and researchers as interpretative data has implications for analysis beyond the interview setting’22 (p 135, emphasis added). In
our own experience, it is precisely in the group discussions and
analysis of the video material that the input from emotion is at its
strongest. Typically viewing each videotaped interview takes half
a day, even before any in-depth analysis is undertaken. When
the full group is present (figure 1), interruptions for explanatory information by googling or consulting any in-team expert;
for refreshments; related and unrelated chatting; doodling and
sketchingiii (figure 2); eating chocolate; inappropriate laughter,
and tears alike; microaggressions when the collage of participants seems too much to manage; expressions of exhaustion;
emergency call-outs on the hospital intercom; the sharing of
emotions and personal experiences, are all part of our ongoing
context. And if we accept emotion and visual arts as forms of
data, then all these other elements must count. Regardless of

ii

Toronto (YYZ Gallery 2012); Montreal (Black Box, Concordia University 2013; PHI Centre Gallery 2014); KKW Leipzig (KunstKraftWerk
2016).
iii
Cf: Taussig, ‘The fieldwork notebook thus veered abruptly from a
scientifically oriented daily account to an avant-garde oneiric montage
of images and dis-assembled poetic texts’25 (p 267).
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what the videos themselves record, we are working with a data
assemblage.
Many metaphors could describe our working practices,
perhaps as a kaleidoscopic and fragmented approach, or as
some kind of collage-making, but it is the Deleuzian term assemblage that most seems to capture the dynamic process of not
just simply rearranging the materials but of recognising that
each element will fade in and out of importance. Conjunctions
form and disperse even as they are examined, just as the experience of transplant recipients and donor families can never be
pinned down, and our own constitution as a group has seen
several changes. In the history and theory of art, in an assemblage—as developed by Schwitters, Picasso and Duchamp—the
basic elements retain their own identity, yet a new fixed entity
is simultaneously produced.26 Similarly, the elements of our
data assemblage do not merge as such, but the novel conjunctions they form remain in flux and profoundly disrupt singular
identities. Moving between the machinic and the enunciative,
our artwork reflects that flux. In the Deleuzian concept, what
is of consequence is not the ‘content’ of any particular mode
but the provisional moments of truth—this is how it is—that
emerge from the interconnectivity of multiple forces. That epistemological force of an assemblage emerges precisely through
the usually unacknowledged context of variable, dynamic and
often conflicting energies and forces that are described above. As
Deleuze and Guattari note:
‘On the one hand it is a machinic assemblage of bodies, of actions and
passions, and intermingling of bodies reacting to one another; on the
other hand, it is a collective assemblage of enunciation, of acts and
statements, of incorporeal transformations attributed to bodies.’27 (p
88)

The point—which is highly familiar in art and postmodernist
philosophy, but less so in the social sciences and startlingly
absent in the context of bioscience—is not to aim for a definitive
answer to the research questions so much as to generate new
questions. Our commitment to the research and data assemblage
continues to do just that.iv
None of this should imply that our group always worked in
full knowledge or acceptance of each person’s preferred way
forward. An early decision to aim for professional credibility
meant that the first publications all appeared in established
biomedical journals. Certainly we managed, against the perceived
biomedical grain, to reference Merleau-Ponty, Jean-Luc Nancy,
Marcel Mauss, for example, but Shildrick—as a critical cultural
theorist—wanted to push further and published several individually authored speculative theoretical articles.30 31 Meantime, the
text-based group had little knowledge of where each artist was
taking the material, and they themselves mostly worked in isolation from one another. For Carnie, for example, the experience
of the interview tapes generated reflections on boundaries and
boundlessness (figure 3), for Wright the concentration was on
the tension between loss and intimacy in emotional and physical
iv

The term data or research assemblage has occasionally appeared in
recent social science articles,21 28 29 with Fox and Alldred offering the
closest overlap with our own approach: ‘The relations in a research-assemblage include the events to be researched, research tools such as
questionnaires, interview schedules or other apparatus; recording and
analysis technologies, computer software and hardware; theoretical
frameworks and hypotheses; research literatures and findings from earlier
studies; and, of course, researchers,’ as well as many other contextual
elements29(p 404). The difference is that we are approaching the data
assemblage through a team collaboration that is already an assemblage.
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Figure 3 Andrew Carnie, A Change of Heart, detail of still from a 2 Channel HD Video, 2012.
Shildrick M, et al. Med Humanit 2018;44:46–54. doi:10.1136/medhum-2017-011212
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Figure 4 Alexa Wright, Heart of the Matter, photo of installation of steel, felt, speaker drivers, infrared distance sensors, custom-built interactive
audio interface, 2014.
exchanges of the heart (figure 4), while Bachmann focused on
the complexity and contradictions around the notion of the gift
(figure 5). Overall, the artists' ideas were embodied in drawings,
objects and time-based media; works that were first tested in
project rooms with transplant patients and transplant staff, and
then fine-tuned for exhibition in public venues in Montreal and
internationally. Each time we all came together, the impact was
extraordinary. Regardless of disciplinary misunderstandings,
about things like knowledge territories and knowledge hierarchies, referencing, some competiveness about who should
be named on which grant applications, differential funding
success, and even the pronunciation of our key term assemblage,
the tensions gradually gave way to trust across and within the
disciplinary mix. The performativity of ourselves as individuals
segued into a dynamic assemblage constituting an entanglement
of ideas, voices, images, agreements and disagreements that cut
across disciplinary status and hierarchies. We felt ourselves to
be, in Bachmann’s words, ‘a whole that is not intact’. The data
from the interviews and the wider cultural context were further
enhanced by our individual re-expression and supplementation
of it. While some may see our approach as polluting the ‘facts’,
we remain convinced that any understanding of the human
condition must take into account subjective experience, and that
does not stop with collated data comprising numbers or words
generated by respondents.
This paper is a highly simplified version of one group’s experience of a unique research assemblage. In exploring the possibilities of the term at the microlevel, we have not, for example,
engaged with the part played by wider infrastructures of power
52

at the institutional and political levels. Our purpose here has
been to embrace a non-reductive style that appreciates input
from different perspectives and, rather than seeing diverse
approaches as oppositional or even alternatives, adopts a combinatory approach. This goes beyond the mode of mixed methods
which favours an ‘and…and…and’ model; rather, each perspective is distinct from its others and interwoven—contaminated
we might say—on an ad hoc basis. Specific expertise does not
disappear, but shows a willingness to respond to and incorporate novel materials and methodologies. Assemblage remains
compelled by questions, disease and discordances.
What our unsettling yet highly productive approach suggests
is the need for layered responses to the problematic of data in
the life sciences, and specifically with regard to organ transplantation. As we discovered, in the context of modernist biomedicine with its adherence to binary categories, the distressed
transplant recipient looks for the certainty of a singular self
normatively embodied and may be understandably disturbed by
hybridity. Caught up in a series of powerful external narratives
that privilege restoration to wholeness, the recipients' capacity to
deal with postoperative dysphoria is severely limited by a system
that makes them feel that they should not voice their anxieties
to healthcare professionals. For many, the only way of dealing
with a situation that offers no official outlet for the expression
of psychic distress—short of psychiatric referral—was to cover
over their highly disturbed feelings and intuitions. In short,
recipients appeared to feel that experiences that went beyond the
feel-good narrative of life restored should be kept to themselves.
Clearly, we need to rethink which data are relevant and what
Shildrick M, et al. Med Humanit 2018;44:46–54. doi:10.1136/medhum-2017-011212
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Figure 5 Ingrid Bachmann, photo of The Gift, detail of still from a 2 Channel HD Video, 2014.
organ recipients need to know. Alongside the usual biomedical
information that makes reference to experiential disturbances,
the potential disruptions to identity should be discussed from
the outset as anticipated rather than seen as abnormal. Recipients need the space in which to express their feelings of internal
difference—and to be taken seriously—but the wider issue for
all of us is how to rethink the modernist assumption that the
embodied subject is autonomous and distinct from her others,
and contained by the boundaries of her own body. In place of
an ontological separation, there is a need to think through at
least concorporeality, but more radically assemblage where
many different elements conjoin—and split apart—in never
settled flows of energy. To insist, as current practice does, that
the pretransplant subject will live on essentially unchanged is
profoundly restrictive of alternative narratives—and let’s call
them data—that might better express this human experience.
Ultimately, it requires a rethinking of bioethics.32 33
In moving to a more problematised approach to organ donation that accepts the need for a data assemblage, we enabled difficult questions to emerge that take account of the shock to the
body’s putative unity and self-identity and leave behind the positivism of biomedical advances. Reviewing the depth of distress
of many transplant recipients takes us a very long way from the
image that heroic medicine wishes to convey. The postoperative
recipient knows that something fundamental has changed, that
their sutured bodies speak to a different mode of being-in-theworld, and they want support in thinking through how to live
well in a hybrid body. Even from a conventional perspective,
there is a clear need to revamp clinic practice to enable recipients
to express their embodied experiences, without fear of ridicule,
Shildrick M, et al. Med Humanit 2018;44:46–54. doi:10.1136/medhum-2017-011212

or being thought ungrateful or psychiatrically disturbed. At very
least, transplant professionals need to question the limits of what
is seen as unproblematically therapeutic, and to look beyond
conventional data. If, moreover, the symbiotic and mobile intersection of biology and culture in the meaning of embodiment
was recognised, and the epistemologies that dominate bioscience
and its restrictive data habit rethought, then we could begin to
see that it is precisely fixed boundaries that are the problem.
There is no pre-existing pure form of embodiment to restore—
we are all already hybrid, already more than one, already more
than human, always in a process of becoming other. In the age of
technological transformations that contest the nature of human
embodiment, we need to go beyond relying on a bioscientific
approach alone, and perhaps even start from the phenomenological point of disturbance.
Attending to the research assemblage in all its modes mobilises the need to explore at least two major paths. First, we need
innovative research methodologies that give up the search for
incontrovertible quantifiable evidence, or indeed for qualitative
data, that asserts the truth of any one discourse, including that
of the respondents. We believe intradisciplinary groupings are
best suited to this task. Second, we need to radically rethink
the relation between self and other by engaging with notions of
hybridity and concorporeality and embrace the Deleuzian notion
of assemblage. Whatever path is taken—and it cannot be defined
in advance (‘no, you can’t buy the toolkit’)—it is clear that the
data we choose to entangle and untangle will remain provisional and constantly open to transformation. If the search for
a coherent and integrated sense of bodily normativity is deeply
damaging in its occlusions of all the instances of disarray and
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disorder that embodiment actually entails, then in the face of
body shock, data cannot and should not close things down.
We advocate forms of knowledge production for meaning-making, looking and reflecting which will mobilise new
relations with the embodied materialities of biomedicine, and
our expanded team—now including Jan, El-Sheikh and Dal
Bo—strives always to take on new perspectives. The events take
heart transplantation out of the clinic and back in the sociocultural sphere where a mixture of recipients, donor families,
clinicians, academics, artists and the general public can reflect
and make their own meanings about the procedure. By critically
intervening and engaging with expanded modes of intertwined
data, we can explore what is possible and identify new questions,
and creatively disrupt and reimagine the life sciences.
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